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NUCLEAR YIELD DETERMINATIONS USING ISOTOPE-SEPARATOR-GN-LINE

ARRANGEMENTS

by

G Rudstam

The Swedish Research Councils1 Laboratory, Studsvik, Fack, S-611 01 Nyköping

Abstract

The delay between the formation of a nuclear reaction product

and its collection in front of measuring equipment in ISOL arrangements

using integrated target-ion source systems has been analyzed. It is

shown that a typical delay function takes the form

const x (1 - e )e

with v >> p. The results can be used for decay corrections in nuclear

yield determinations.

1. INTRODUCTION

The present analysis was motivated by the need to investigate

the feasibility of measuring fission yields at the OSIRIS isotope-

separator-on-line arrangement . The results are applicable to many

other ISOL~svstems as well, however, and OSIRIS may only be considered as

an example. In the OSIRIS facility the target material consisting of uranium

oxide is deposited on a cylinder of graphite cloth , which is en-

closed in the discharge chamber of the ion source.

The fission products, formed in the target, diffuse to the surface,

evaporate, get ionized, and are finally collected in front of the irca-

suring equipment after having passed through the isotope separator.

The products of interest are usually short-lived, and in typical

experiments they will reach saturation. Thus the source strength

may be measured, and from this strength it is possible to evaluate

the fission yield provided that experimental quantities such as

neutron flux, amount of target material, parent effect, and the

radioactive decay during the delay between production and collection

are known. The present analysis aims at studying the decay factor,

which is of paramount importance in the measurement of yields of

short-lived species. The first part of the study assumes a general



form of the delay time distribution and evaluates the consequences

thereof.This part follows the line proposed by Uinsberg . In the

second part the OSIRIS system is analyzed in detail in order to

determine the form of the delay time distribution, The treatment
4)

is then similar to the one for the ISOLDE system given in ref. .

Next, the use of the appropriate delay time distribution for decay cor-

rections is described and, finally, some applications are given.

2. PHENOMENOLOGICAL TREATMENT OF THE DELAY

2.1 Formulation of the problem

We assume that a nuclide of decay constant }. is formed in

the target. The delay distribution is given by the function p(t)dt,

which is the probability of finding a delay between t and t + dt.

The production rate R is assumed to be constant between 0 and t .

The separator efficiency, which depends on the element separated, is

denoted by n . Using these notations a few typical experimental

situations will be analyzed.

The function p(t) should be normalized in sucn a way that

the integral

p(t) = J p(t')dt' (1)
o

is unity for t = °°. P(t) then corresponds to the probability

that the delay is between 0 and t.

2.2 Case I. No parent effect. Collection on a stationary collector

during production

During the interval t1 to t' +dt' the number of atoms formed

is Rdt1. Out of these atoms the number transferred to the collector

before time t will be

nRdt1 j p(t"-t')dt" (2)

t'

The fraction e survive at time t, and the number of atoms

on the collector at time t will then be

t
dN(t) - n R d t ' e " ^ " ^ f p(t" - t')dt". (3)

The total number of atoms is obtained by integration over t1:
t t

N(t) - HR ( e"X(t"Cl)dtf j p(t" - t')dt". (4)

o f



3.

T h i s i s e q u i v a l e n t t o

N ( t ) = nR I e " A ( t " t f ) P ( t - t ' ) d t 1 ,

or N(t) = nR 10; t,0)

with the notation

• /

P(z)dz

(5)

(6)

2.3 Case II. No parent effect. Production stopped at time tQ

We shall study the variation of N(t) for t > t .

The only difference from the preceding case is that t' varies from 0 to

v
or

o

N(t) = nR i e

o

-A(t - t')
P(t - t')dt',

N(t) = ; t, t-tQ). (7)

2.4 Case III. No parent effect. Collection, during production, of

consecutive samples; each collected for At seconds

The activity of the j:th sample at the end of its collection time is

t+Atdenoted by N-(t +At)

dN.(t + At)
J

P(t"-t')dt",

largest of (t,t')
t+A".

N.(t+At) / dt,e-A(t+At-f) J 0(t,._t.)dt., +

t+At
t+At

nR
, -A(t+At-tf) p(t"-f)dt", (8)

t t 1

where the first term corresponds to production before collection and

the second one to production during collection.

N.(t+At) - nR / dt fe" > ( t + A t" t f ) (P(t+At-f) - P(t-t')) +

At

e~XzP(z)nz,

-XAt

N.(t+At) » nR U(A", t + At, o) - e 1(X; t,o)} (10)



2.5 Case IV. No parent effect. Collection of consecutive

samples after the end of production

Eq. (9) is valid except for the integration limit which is now

t instead of t. Furthermore, the second term disappears.

Thus,

for t > t

r
N.(t+At) = nR J dt'e" U t + A t" t

o
/

(I (A; t+At, t+At-tQ) - e

{P(t+At-t ')-P(t-t')}

t I(X; t,t-to)} . (11)

2.6 Case V. Parent staying in the target. Collection during productio 11

So far, the parent effect lias been neglected. Although this may

often be adequate for spallotion yields it is usually too crude an approxi-

mation when measuring fission yields. The peak of the isobaric yield curve

is displaced far out at the neutron-rich side of stability which means that

the parenc primary yield might well be similar to end even considerably

larger than the daughter yield. The aralysis therefore has to take the

parent effect into account. A few typical experimental situations will be

treated in the remaining part of this chapter.

If the parent stays in the target and collection takes place

during production the production rate wi^l be increased by > N (t1) when

compared to case I.
-A t

- e P '). (12)Thus R -> R -t'- N (t1) = R + no $
P P P

At saturation we get

R > n$(a + a ) ,

where n is the number of target atoms, <J> is the particle flux, and a is

the formation cross section. The subscript "p" of various quantities

refers to the parent.



2.7 Case VI. Parent escaping from the target. Collection during

production

The amount of parent atoms formed between t1' and t" + dt1

and staying in the target at time t' is

-\ (t'-t")
dN (f) - R d t " e P (i - P (t' - t " ) ) ,

Pt P P

t'
-X (t' - t")

N (t1) = R I d t " e v (1 - P it1 - t " ) ) =
Pt P o P

r -, t> 1
= R 1 ^ P -I O i f . 0 , .

P A
P P P J

»
Thus R in Kq. (2) should be exchanged for R+> NT (t1) and the number

P Pt

of daughter .>tomti formed by direct transfer from the target will be

expressed by

(13)

/ f ->
P"= n l R + R p - K p e - *pRpIpttp; t ' ,0) U P ( t - f ) d f ,

-X t

N.(t) = n |(K <• R ) K > ; L,0) - R e P !(;.-/> ; t, o) -

i L P P P
t
/ -A(t-t') 1

R P J ° P(«--t') ip(*p; t'. o)dt
f

o J
p p ; t'. o)dtf . (14)

o

In addition, the number of parent atoms at the collector at tine t' is

given by

N (t1) = ri R I (A ; I
P P P P P

The number of daughter atoms formed at the collector by decay between

t' and t'+dt' and remaining at time t is then

dN.(t) = X N (t')dt' e ' • ( t " t ' > .
2 p p

Thus

t

M'> - HA R f e' 2 V W " p p p ö

Finally,

N(t) = Nj(t) + N 2(t).



2.8 Case VII. Parent escaping from target. Consecutive samples after

tht- end of the production

Again, we have contributions partly from the daughter and from

the parent decaying in the target, and partly from the parent decaying at

the collector. The first contribution may be built up by two terms one

(N.) corresponding to the time of production (0 - t ) , and the other

(N-) originating lrom parent decay in the target after the end of pro-

duction. Using Eqs. (11) and (13) with R -» R + X N the first term can
P Pt

be written:

N..{t+At) = n(R-rF
-AAt

(A; t+At, t+At-t ) - e I(A; t,t-t )

-A(tfAt-t')-X t'

-n R ; e
r o

P j P(t+At-t') - P(t-t') T dt' -

1P(t+At-t')-P(t-t') I dt' ,
-A(t+At-

^ ( t . A t ) «r.. p.
-AAt

; t+At, t+At-t ) - e I(A; t,t-t )
o o Y

-A (t+At) -AAt-A t
3 P I(A-A ; t+At, t+At-t ) - e P 1 *-A ; t,t-t, ) Y -

-A(t+At-t')
; t',O)e < P(t+At-t')-P(t-f )]dt\ (18)
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The second term is evaluated using Eq. (8) with appropriate in-

tegration limits and with the replacement

P Pt'

where

Np (t
1) = j Rp e (1 - PD(t

l-t"))dt",

?, -A (•.' - t ) - A t 1

^ P ° P -R pI p(A p;f,f-t o) (19)

The result is:

f -A (t-t ) -A t j -A fit
Nj2 (t+At) = nRp (e P ° - e P )1(e P

t+At

-AAt >
- e 1(A-A ; t-t , 0) I - A

P ° I F

-A(t+At-t')
x e P(t+At-t')dt' +

y y t>> t'~t0
) x

(20)

( -A(t+At-t')
+ A I (A ; t1, t'-t ) e P(t-t')df

P J P P' ' o'

The contribution from the parent decaying at the collector can be

written:

N j 3(fAt) = npRp

t t+At
A P \ t' (
•£— J e

 P dt1 I p (t"-f)dt" x

p o £
-A (t+At) -A(t+At-t")-A t "

(e

Finally,

N.(t+At) = N.^t+At) + N-2(t+At) + N. (t+At)

(21)

(22)



3. DETAILED ANALYSIS FOR THE OSIRIS TARGET - ION SOURCE StSTEM

3.1 Introduction

Tn the preceding Chapter extensive use has been made of the

concept of the delay function. To get further this function must

be known. It can be determined experimentally as shown in ref.

The general form of the function can also be derived theoretically,

however, and such an analysis for the target-ion source system used

at OSIRIS will be given in the present Chapter.

The OSIRIS target consists of graphite cloth impregnated

with uranyl nitrate and then dried and ignited • Microscopic pic-

tures have revealed that the uranium, presumably as U.0o, occurs in

small pellets of diameter up to about 10 \im distributed among the

cylindrical graphite threads of diameter 12 Mm • The

size of most of the pellets is smaller than the fission product range,

and so is the diameter of the graphite threads. This means that one

should expect to find the fission products distributed in the

uranium oxide and the graphite approximately in the ratio M(U 0 )/

R(U_0o):M(graphite)/R(graphite) where M stands for mass and R for
J 8

range. Thus, we have to consider two solid phases separately as

the diffusion coefficient should be different for the two materials.

In each phase,however, the fission products can be assumed to be pri-

marily evenly distributed.

When reaching the target surface the fission product will

evaporate and enter the gaseous phase of the discharge chamber of

the source. The ionization efficiency is often quite low, less than

1 per cant, and tharefore the loss of gas is mainly governed by

effusion through the outlet opening of area S.

The number of molecules effusing per second through the

opening can be written

SP.A SP A
Q =

 d a • (23)
d V2ITMR T , 1 V2TIMR T '

g d g a
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where M is the molecular weight of the compound to which the nuclide

considered is attached, R is the gas constant and A Avogadro's num-

ber. The partial pressure in the discharge chamber is denoted by P ,

and the absolute temperature by T,. The pressure P outside of the

discharge chamber is usually so low that the second term of t\e ex-

pression for Q can be neglected.

Defining the efficiency r of the ion source as the relative

amount of a certain nuclide that is extracted in the form of ions, cue

finds that this nuclide will contribute the amount

j - CQd (24)

i - ;

to the beam intensity.

The collection rate of the nuclide under consideration is

equal to k J, where k is a proportionality constant taking into

account that the transmission through the separator is less than unity,

and that there might be formed other kinds of ions of the same nuclide

(for instance multivalent ions or various kinds of molecular ions)

beside the particular one collected.

For the number N, of molecules present in the discharge

chamber the differential equation

dN, Q,
d _ „ xd

will hold.

_\1

with

Using the gas law Eq. (25) can be written

dQd

iK ' , (26)
V, /2nM/R T, '
d g d

and

I. " C
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In these equations CJ is the number of molecules released per unit time

from the solid target material by diffusion and desorption. In trea-

ting the overall process two extreme assumptions will be made,

nameLy that either desorption from the surface (and gaseous diffusion

in capillaries between the grains), or diffusion through the solid

material will be time-controlling.

3.2 Desorption-controlled release from the uranium oxide

A certain number of atoms N are formed at time zero and

distributed uniformly in m grains of uranium oxide of ladius R.

Since the diffusion is assumed to be rapid compared to the desorp-

tion there will be no concentration gradient set up within the grains,

and the time-dependence of the concentration will be given by

(27)

where o is a proportionality constant governing the desorption

rate. The solution of the equation is

3NU
c(t) =

with y = 4TTR a.

The release per unit time will be equal to

(28)

-yt

2

Q = m4nR ac
U

to be introduced into Eq. (26), which gives

(29)

- 60,
dt R

with the solution

3KNU a

R(6-Y)

(e - e (30)

The delay function is now equivalent to the collection rate

k J, which varies with timo as
c

k J
c

„ (31)
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Thus the delay function takes the form

p(t) = const x (1 - c~Vt)e p t (32)

with the parameters

2
JJ = Y - 4uR a,

and
K

V = Ö - Y = - ^

The function will be normalized to unity by choosing

const =
v

For v » M this function decays exponentially for large t-values, a

behaviour usually found experimentally (ref. ' ; see also Chapter 5).

It also fulfills the obvious requirement of being zero for t = 0.

The exponential decrease can easily be determined experimentally.

Typical values of u range from 0.001 to 0.1 see"*. The parameter v

governing the original increase is difficult to determine experi-

mentally, but it can be calculated from the apparatus constants

and the experimental conditions. For typical parameters such as

S = 0.03 cmZ, V, = 30 cm3, T, = 1700 K, and M = 100 one finds
d d

v = 12, i.e. much larger than p.

3.3 Desorption-controlled release from the graphite cloth

A total of NL atoms are distributed uniformly in the cloth

which is supposed to consist of m threads of length L and radius

Ft. The differential equation governing the release will now be

(33)

with the solution

NG ~ Y t

(34)c ( t )

Y = 2

—

TTRLCX,

NG
o

muR L

-Yt
- e

The expression analogous to Eq. (30) is
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2KN a - n -6t

Q = — - (e - e ) (35)
R05-Y)

and one obtains for the collection rate

C2KN -((S-YH -Yt
k J = (1 - e )e (36)
c

This again corresponds to a delay function represented by Eq.

(32) with the parameters given by

, = Y = 2nRLu,

J L - t ! . (37)

3.4 Diffusion-controlled release from the uranium oxide

The appropriate diffusion equation is

J ( + ) ,

where _D is tiie diffusion constant. The boundary conditions to be

chosen are u constant concentration throughout the grain at time

zero, and that the concentration at the surface is zero for t > 0.

The case has been treated, for instance, by Crank ' who gives for the

total amount M having diffused out of the sphere at time _t:

= l ) 7 e ' (39)

2

(M^ is the initial amount present in the grain).

Thus, the number of molecules diffusing out of the grains

per unit time can be written

act

6DN., C1 2 „

i

with
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This expression is introduced into Eq. (26) which is then solved to

give °°

Q
%̂ y
2 ^~~ 2

R k=l 6-k y

1 , -kyt -it.
(e - e ),

and one obtains for the delay functions

(41)

P(t) = If )> -L
I "2 fc ̂

kt] ̂  6

(42)

Ret.iinint; only the first term in the series and changing

the parameter y to u and <*>-(.; to v reproduces F.q. (32) which thus,

to the first approximation, represents the delay function even in

the dif iu'r>iun case.

The number of terms needed will depend on the desired accuracy

(cf. Section 4.1). It is important to note, however, that p(t) will

consist of .i number "f tertr.r, of t!ic funn ^iven by tq. (32), and that

the parameters of these terras are related to those of the first term

through the relation

= k

and (43)

It should also be noted that the sum in the denominator

of Eq. (42) should contain the same number of terms as the sum in

the nominator.
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3.5 Diffusion-controlled release from the graphite cloth

Referring to the treatment by Crank •* we find for this case

, , R a, "
k=l k

(44)

where a, are the roots of J (Rc\) = 0 (J (x) is the Bessel function

of the first kind of order zero).

4DN_ r-* ~m, z t
G > p k (45)

One obtains,

K k=l

to be introduced in to Eq. (26) which gives
K4DN ^ a , -Da t -ö t

Q,(O = — 5 - ^ — 9 (e - e ) (46)
U R k=l ö-L>a -

The delay function becomes

00

. . «T* . -Da.2t -5t
6D > 1 , k , , . , ,

•*^->
 2 ' v - , KT J

1 k-1 6-DaR

k=l

Again, Eq. (32) is reproduced by retaining only the first

term of Eq. (47) and setting p = Doij and v = 6 -u. This is the

first approximation. As in the preceeding case more terms might

be needed, and their parameters are then given by

and
v,. = 6-u,. (48)

3.6 Diffusion controlled release from a foil target

Foil targets are presently not used in the OSIRIS system.

For the sake of completeness,however, and since such targets may be
8)

used in other ISOL-systems (cf. for instance the PINGIS system ),

the delay function applicable for a foil target will be written down.
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For the desorption case Eq. (32) will again hold with

M = a° R (49)
and v = - p

(a = the area of the emitting surface and d = the foil thickness)

For the diffusion case the emission can be written

-D(2k+l)2Ti2t/d2

T\2 k=0(2k+l)2
(50)

leading to ^—
8DN \ -D(2k+1) IT t/d (51)

Q (t) = , — / . e
r dZ k=0

and

Q d ( t )

Y =

8KNpD ^
Sy 1

— 6-(2k+l)2Y
(e

c+1)2 -6t
-e

The appropriate delay function becomes

\ l -(2k+l)2
Yt -6t

P(t> " co— i / — 9 ( e

<2k+ir

9
6-(2k+l)2y

Apparently, also in this case Eq. (32) is reproduced if

only the first term in the series is retained (first approximation).

For further terms the parameters will be

Pk ' (2k+l)
2Y = (2k+l)2Dir2/d2

I

and
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4. APPLICATION OF THE DELAY FUNCTION TO CORRECTION DETERMINATIONS

4.1 Cases when the parent effect can be neglected

The preceding chapter has shown that the delay time distri-

bution can be expressed by the formula

P(t) - ^ \ l - e )e (55)

This formula holds for desorption-controlled release and, to the first

approximation, also for diffusion-controlled release from the target

material. It will now be introduced into the formulae developed in

Chapter 2.

For P ( t ) one o b t a i n s
t
(

o

M C M W ( nr u t
P ( t ) = -~—L ) (1 -e V t ) e U t d t ,

P(t) = iilv (1-e^
1) - -J (l- e-

( l J + v ) t). (56)

This function satisfies the normalization requirement, £.«:.

P(-) = 1.

The integral I(a; z?,z.) takes the form

I (a; V z > = (e "e }

v(a+u+v)

-(a+vi+v)z
e -e )

-az
2

_i ( e - e -1). (57)

For a > 0:

a(a+p)(ct+jj+v)'

Introducing these formulae into Eq, (11) gives
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f "UÅt -(A + p)(t-t

Me

-(u+v)At -(A+u+v)(t-t ) -(A+p+v)t }.
With v > > p the second terra within the curly brackets will

be negligible compared to the first one. Furthermore, the irra-

diation time may be assumed to be long enough to ensure saturation

which means that the term e can be neglected. The variation

of N.(t+At) with time is then governed by the factor e o t

and the coefficient (A+p) can be determined by plotting N.(t+At) semi-

logarithmically versus time. Since X is known, the determination

gives p. In order to improve the accuracy, this experiment should

be done with a fairly long-lived nuclide so that v » \.

The cross section can now be determined from Eq.(58) by an extrapo-

lation to the end of irradiation. This gives

/, x N.(t + At)
R = n0;+t = v(*+p) x J o # (59)

-AAt., -pAt,
ne (1-e )

For v^'p the first factor in the formula above will be simplified to

(l+ii), and the expression far the production rate is the» iuueptmienL OL V.

In an isotope separator target arrangement the radionuclides

might be deposited in different materials with different delay characte-

ristics. If this is the case several exponential components, one for

each material, will show up in the analysis of the experiment referred

to above. The analysis is then similar to the analysis of a radio-

active decay containing several components. For the OSIRIS target-

ion source system containing uranium oxide and graphite, for example,

the analysis will give both p.. and \in. Both components should be

extrapolated to the end of irradiation, and the formation cross

section of the nuclide under study can be obtained from (v >>p):

ne

(A+p ) N. (t +At)

1 - - ] •

1 - e

(60)
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One difficulty in the yield determination is to know the

efficiency factor n . This factor depends on the element studied,

however, and it vill drop out in relative yield measurements.

Thus, a typical experiment would include measurements for several iso-

topes of the same element. A better approach is to measure conse-

cutive samples only of one or two of the isotopes aiming at deter-

mining the vi—factors,and then resort to the kind of measurements

described in Section 2.2 (collection and measurement of a stationary

collector during production).

The number of atoms at the collector is then given by Eq. (5)

which, using Eq. (55) can be written

N(t) = nRKA; t,0) =

• ] •

v(>+u+v)

~ (i - e U ) }-. (61)

At saturation:

HA+P) (A+u+v)

Thus,

If only relative cross-sections of a set of isotopes are re-

quired, it is not necessary to determine the common factors n,n, and $

The delay constant p must be determined, however, and so must v,

although both these constants are common for all isotopes.

The parameter v is expected to be large compared to p (cf. Chapter

3). If it is also large compared to X , it will drop out of Eq. (63)»

and need not be determined. This means underestimating the yields

by the factor

^ (64)

which obviously grows in importance as the half-life of the nuclide

decreases. If the error gets unacceptable v should be calculated or

determined experimentally , and introduced into the formulae.
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Wi:h several materials present in the target-ion source

system the treatment has to be modified. It may be assumed, however,

that all isotopes of a given element are distributed among the

different materials in the same manner. This means that the ratio

F = Rp/R,, in an OSIRIS experiment is the same for all isotopes and

can be taken from an experiment with consecutive samples. For v >>X

and |i Eq. (63) is then modified to give

(53)

Most delay studied using the method of consecutive samples after

the end of irradiation have yielded exponentially decreasing sample

strengths thus obeying Eq. (58). The explanation may be either that

the release is desorption-controlled, or that the first term in the

diffusion-controlled release delay function is sufficient within the
9)

accuracy ot the experiment. Recent highly accurate experiments

show deviations from a straight line in a semi-logarithmic plot, how-

ever, indicating that more than one term in the delay function must be

used to describe the experimental results. Using Eq. (42), for example,

2i*.d liir.iti"g the r.utr.bcr of terms m the scries to w (iioLe thai, ilie »urn

in the denominator must also be taken over n terms.'), one would get

ri terms similar to Eq. (58) for N.(t+At). When plotted versus (t-t )

a composite "decay curve" would result to be resolved into ii components
2 ~

of apparent decay constants (A+ k u). Fortunately, it is only ne-

cessary to determine the most "long-lived" component which corresponds

to the constant (>+M)« This determination yields u, and then all

the other constants can be written down directly.

For diffusion-controlled release and a delay function given

by Eq. (42) the number of atoms obtained at a stationary collector

at saturation (Eq. (5)) is given by

N

r

(

L

•») =

nR

nR i(
n

1

k2x

, 0) =

(6-k2y)k2(X+k2Y)
(66)

2
For 6 >> k Y and with y exchanged for u Eq. (66) is simplified to
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Il

I
k=l

2
A+k \i

The number of terms to be taken into account must be suffi-

ciently large to ensure k"|i >> \. Then, the magnitude of additional

terms will rapidly decrease (as — ), and they may be neglected.
k

4.2 Parent effect taken into account. Collection during production

If the parent stays in the target there will be a simple modi-

fication according to Eq. (12). At saturation, one will then measure

the sum of parent and daughter cross sections rather than the daughter

cross section alone.

If also the parent escapes from the target its delay function

has to be introuueed into the formulae of Section 2.7. Assuming Eq. (55)

to hold for the delay functions and with the relevant parent parameters

denoted by A , u , and \> one obtains

(68)

with

Ax(t)
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A 7 ( t ) = - n R e
2 P

-\ t
p ( e

v ( A - X

_ „ . _ „
v(X-A

(70)

A2(-) = 0.

r >•
A 3 ( t ) = -f e

v (A +IJ +\J )
P P P P

" (A +H +V ) t
P P P - u - \ ; ; t , 0 ) -

1 P P

t ,

- A t
i I P

P (

; t , 0 ) - I ( A ; t , (71)

n R u (M + v )

P P P p r U p VP

p p p p p

P P P P P P P

a-xt _ / W V 1 ,

A [ A
P

-At 1 , ~At
(e

-A

(72 )
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Thus,

n(R+R. R y (u +v *)
P P P P'

A(X +U X * + u +v )

(7J)

If all A's, u's and n's are known the measurement of N(°°) gives

a relation between o and 0 . If one of them is known the other
P

can be determined.

4.3 Parent effect taken into account. Collection of consecutive

samples after the end cf irradiation

The delay functions of the parent and the daughter now have

to be introduced into the formulae of Section 2.8. In order to

simplify the expressions it is here assumed that v >> y

and A and that v >> p and A. Furthermore, saturation conditions

are assumed, i.e. t and t are treated as large (but not t-t ).
"•» — O O

With these assumptions one obtains

A -(A+p)(t - to)
x e x

-AAt

P i*y
-uAt

(74)

equal to

Thus, N. (t+At) decays exponentially with a "decay constant"

The corresponding expression for N.« is the following:

N.2(t+At) P P

-(A *\i )At -AAt
uA (e P P - e

-(A+u)(t-t0) A e
e x -*-

(A +u )
P P

(75)

Thus, N.«(t +At) contains an exponential term with a "decay

constant" equal to (A +n ) in addition to the one with decay constant(A+u).
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Finally, N. (t+At) can be written:

N j 3 ( t + t) = npRpe
- a + M ) ( t - t )

f -X At -u At
e P (1-e P ) v 1-e

(76)
x +u -x
p p

i.e. N..(t+At) decays exponentially with a "decay constant" equal to

The result of the analysis is that the activity of a given

component in consecutive samples, as a function of t-t , should be

composed of two exponential terms with "decay constants" equal to

(X+p)and(X +p ) .respectively. Thus, knowing the decay constants X and

X , it is possible to determine u and u . These values are then
P P

entered into the expression for the saturation rate obtained for

collection during production (Eq. (73)), which in the present approxi-

mation can be written:

pn(R + R )

X(X+y) (77)

This is a relation between R and R , or a and o , useful for determining
P P

one of the cross sections if the other one is known.

With two materials present in the target an experiment measuring

consecutive samples should show four exponential components,

and an analysis should then give( X + u,, ),(X + u,, ).(X+ u_). and(X+M,,).
p Gp p Up ' G ' U

The yield can be obtained by an extension of Eq. (77) along the lines

given in Section 4.1. The ratio F between the activities in the two

materials can be assumed to be the same for parent and daughter.

The resulting expression is the following (with the materials denoted

by G and U):

N(-)
FpGp

(78)
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5. EXAMPLES OF THE USE OF THE DELAY ANALYSIS

5.1 Fission yields of bromine isotopes

As an example the correction formulae developed in the pre-

ceding chapters will be applied to a study of the relative cross sections

for a series of bromine isotopes . Bromine was chosen because the

parent element selenium is not separated in the isotope separator. It

is assumed here that the selenium isotopes stay in the target material al-

though thid has not been proven.

Four experiments measuring 55.7 s Br in consecutive samples

after the end of the irradiation gave one exponential component of

apparent half-life 31 s, 34 s, 31 s and 29 s and, in addition, a weak

component of much longer half-life. The p-values evaluated from these

measurements are 0.0100 s , 0.0080 s~ . 0.0110 s~ , and 0.0114 s .

Although the experiments were carried out on different occasions and un-

der somewhat different ion source conditions the results agree quite

well, and they indicate one diffusion (or desorption) component with

-1

1 88
u "S 0.010 s . An experiment measuring instead 16.5 s Br gave an

apparent half-life of 12 s. This corresponds to a u~value of 0.016 s

However, in this case the half-life of the nuclide studied is too
84

short for a good determination of u. Finally. 1?,3 m Br was choser.

for the study of the long-lived component, and an apparent half-life of

19 min was obtained. The resulting value of p is 0.00025 s . This

value presumably corresponds to the diffusion through uranium oxide,

and the higher value to the diffusion through graphite.

84

The experiment with Br have the ratio 4 between the extra-

polated activities. Using Eq. (58) this leads to a ratio R̂ /R,, of

1.7 (=F). This ratio can also be estimated from the amounts of graphite

and uranium oxide and from the fission product ranges as shown in

Section 3.1. The target consisted of 2.70 g of uranium oxide and 2.49 g
2 2

of graphite. By using 8.75 mg/cm and 2.8 mg/cm for the range of

bromine isotopes in uranium oxide and graphite, respectively, a value

of F = 2.9 is obtained, to be compared to the value determined from

the extrapolated activities.

All relevant parameters have now been determined, and they can

be put into Eq. (65) to yield relative (cumulative) cross sections of the

various bromine isotopes from experimental determinations of N(<*>).
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5.2 Separate target and ion source

The analysis in the present work has been carried out for an

integrated target-ion source system such as ':he one used at OSIRIS.

It ca.uiot be directly applied to a system consisting of a separate

target chamber connected to the ion source by means of a tube as, for

instance, used at ISOLDE. An upper limit of the parameter \i for the

ISOLDE target-ion source system described in ref. can be obtained

by comb in i:i;r. the volumes of the target container, the discharge chamber

and the interconnect ing tube into a total volume to be used instead of

V in Eq. (26). Then the outlet diameter of i mm anti the discharge
—! i

chamber temperature of 900°C gives v ~ Ö.2J s for the 304 cm
-1 3

target container and 0.60 s for the 57 cm container. These values

are certainly upper limits because the si owing-down effect of the

interconnecting tube has been neglected and because tiie temperature

has been set equal to the discharge chamber temperature. Still, they

are much smaller than the value 12 for the OSIRIS target-ion source

system. One can imagine targets with so rapid release of the reaction

products that the pumping through the outlet becomes the time-controlling

factor (for example, noble gases emanating from stearates). In such a

case the parameter 6 of Eq. (30) may well be smaller than y, and the

collection rate should then be written

k J = —
c /,

r,3KN a
(79)

The delay function uf Eq. (55) still holds except that we now have

and

\j = <S =

\i -

(80)

(Analogous results are obtained for the other cases treated in Chapter 3),

It is interesting that with a very rapidly emanating target at hand,

it is possible to determine K/(l-f,) experimentally by measuring

consecutive samples after the end of irradiation.
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By neglecting A compared to v in Eq. (63) one obtains the simple

correction formula

a = const x —->*-^ - N(~) (81)

The v-value estimates given above indicate that this simple

correction may Lead to serious underestimates fur short-lived nuclides.

In the case of the large target container for which v > 0.23 s

the error would be larger than a factor of 2 for half-lives 3 seconds

and shorter (tfroni Eq. (64)). This demonstrates the need for a more

appropriate treatment including a determination, or at least an esti-

mate, of v when converting measured counting rates of short-lived

reaction products to relative cross sections.

5.3 Determination of release rates

It would appear that an experiment measuring cons cutive samples

and evaluating the parameter u as described in Chapter A should be a

method for determining the diffusion constant D or the desorption rate

constant n. A necessary requirement for successful determinations is,

however, that the geometrical factors cf the target are well known.

This is not the case for the OSIRIS target system where the size of

the uranium oxide pellets varies considerably. The usefulness of this

approach has been demonstrated at other ISOL-arrangements, however '
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